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Unique Automation continues to surprise with full bath 

automation and simplicity 

 

The world’s first luxury bathroom automation company, Unique Automation is proud 

to announce the unveiling of its new and most basic interface to its unique and most 

advance bath management system in the world bathomatic. 

 

The new control is a device resembling a typical waste/filler kit, but made form solid 

brass, hand polished to perfection and plated in range of metal finishes from chrome 

and nickel to solid gold and RAL colours.  It is suitable for installation to any bath with 

standard overflow hole and works with all bathomatic models.  Custom variations are 

available on request. 

 

 

 

 

The operation could not be simpler it works like MP3 or DVD player with three states, 

empty, pause and fill.  When the lever is in extreme left position the bath plug is open 

and any water drains.  Turn the plug to extreme right position and the bath fills to a 

preset depth and temperaturei. At any time during filling or emptying the bath you can 

FILL PAUSE 

EMPTY 



put the lever in mid position and the plug goes down awaiting further instruction.  As 

part of the bathomatic intelligence if there is water in the bath and you turn right to fill 

bathomatic delivers the preset accounting for the water found in the bath 

compensation for any temperature loss and delivering perfect depth without 

overflowing. 

 

This most basic user interface, which is part of bathomatic’s motorised waste kit, is 

opening the door for bathomatic into the most simplicity demanding of environments 

liken the hospitality and care sector.  We plan to develop bundles of bathomatic, 

which are stripped of luxury options and still offer most of the environmental 

advantages and price them at a lower price point in a bid to get endorsement by 

environmental schemes and insurance companies. 

 

For further information visit www.bathomatic.com or telephone 020 7740 3910 
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i Dept and temperature values are stored in bathomatic and the most basic interface can fill to preset 

one.  On systems with perfume dispensers, perfumes will be also drawn if they form part of the preset. 
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